
Step 1: Getting Started - Installation time; 7-10 minutes
ELECTRICAL SHOCK DANGER:  
Shut off ALL power to the AC system prior to working on installation of Leak King ACDP-C system.

Model ACDP-C, AC Drip Pan Shut-off Control 
Installation Instructions

Follow the simple steps below to install the Leak King ACDP-C Drip Pan Leak Sensor and Shut-off Control.

Step 2: Locate the Sensor
Locate the sensor in the desired position. Pull out the two black bonded sensor wires, that are tie wired inside the bottom of the housing, to a 
length of about 24 inches.
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Step 5: Putting the System Into Service  
Connect the sensor to the housing via the locking connector. Restore power to the system and turn the A/C on. Test it by wetting a finger and 
putting it across the sensor conductive traces (the sensor is not powered and will not shock you). Properly wired, the air conditioner system will 
turn off and the red LED will glow. Wipe sensor dry.

NOTE: Wiping the sensor dry will return the system to service. If the connector is wet dry it. The sensor can be shortened by cutting it off at the 
non-connector end if necessary

Step 4: Mounting the Sensor  
Note how the sensor can be mounted in the Illustrations. Make sure that placement allows for the earliest sensing for a plugged-up drain or 
other leak. Clean and brush off the area where you want to mount the sensor. Stretch the sensor flat. You can tape it down or, if it is mounted in 
a position that has air flow, you may want to tack it down with thumb tacks, push pins, or something comparable. 

Be sure to have the widest part of the sensor facing into the air direction so you have the widest sensor area to use for tacking it down. Do not 
drive tacks through or cover conductive traces. If mounted on a flat bare metal area, lay down a strip of duct or electrical tape to insulate the 
area to lay the sensor on. 

The sensor can also be mounted as a level control inside the pan as long as it is not mounted where water will drip on it and it is configured in a 
circle and laid on edge. Use only non-conductive type clips to hold the ends of the circular sensor together.

NOTE: The sensor can be attached in any fashion as long as you do not bridge the conductive traces. 

Step 3: Hooking Up the ACDP-C Control Module 
After locating the sensor, mount the control module as close to the control board as practical while allowing connector to reach the sensor.

Connect the pre-stripped red and black wires, exiting the back of the control module bottom left to the 24 VAC power wiring connection 
points at the A/C control board, normally marked R and C. Polarity does not matter. If you need to splice into these wires use supplied wire 
nuts for 22-gauge wire. 

Connect the two yellow wires exiting the back of the control module 
bottom left to the red wire that goes to the thermostat by connecting 
one of the yellow wires to the red wire connection point on the 
control board, and connect (splice) the other yellow wire to the 
thermostat red wire with the supplied connector. 

This wires the ACDP-C in series with the thermostat power and 
enables the Control Module to break the thermostat power signal 
when it senses a leak, stopping the A/C system and stopping further 
condensation.


